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in briefs
parking changes
There will be no parking allowed in the lot on the west
side of Wheeler Stadium as
well as the lot on the north
side of the KSAC. Instead, administration requests parking
in the lot near and south of
the front entrance of the Odle
Arena or in the lot by the
softball field. Please refrain
from parking in the Boyd
Maintenance lot and avoid
walking in the construction
area without permission.

RESTORATION OF THE
OTHER: BRIDGING THE
GAP BETWEEN US AND
THEM

On Saturday, March 31, the
Honors program will host
a conference exploring the
worldwide need for reconcilation.
It is open and free to all
Taylor students. For more
information and registration,
go to hc.taylor.edu.

Seniors (from left) Chase Moore, Eric Nystrom and Bill Parker with the Sony F3 cameras they might operate at the National Association of Broadcaster Annual Convention.

kyla martin

Three Taylor students will travel
to Las Vegas for
an all-expenses paid internship with Sony at the
National Association of Broadcasters (NAB) annual
convention April 15-20.
Seniors Chase Moore, Eric Nystrom and Bill
Parker will model Sony’s equipment in their largerthan-Odle Arena booth at the Las Vegas Convention
Center. The convention hosts some 120,000 people,
according to John Bruner, Assistant Professor of
Media Communications.
Other students invited to learn Sony’s high-end
technology attend schools such as Ball State University, Indiana University, New York University,
Penn State, Syracuse University and University of
Southern California.
“We’re playing in the big boys’ court,” Bruner said.
After years of the media communications department using Sony equipment such as cameras and
switch boards, Shari Sentlowitz, National Marketn e w s c o - e d i tor

ing Manager, Education and Government at Sony,
emailed Bruner about Sony’s 2012 NAB Student
Experience Program.
Sentlowitz offered three spots, two for students
and one for a coordinator. Bruner is sending a student coordinator.
Sony is covering Moore, Nystrom and Parker’s
air and road travel, meals, a week-long stay at the
Hard Rock Hotel, Sony shirts and a stipend to buy
pants to match.
“There’s a certain amount of pressure,” Nystrom
said. “I mean, you’re putting Sony’s name on.”
The weekend before the show, Sony will train all
the student interns on certain equipment displayed
at their booth.
These students become the experts and are used
as the first line of questioning by the convention’s
attendees, who are likely experts themselves in the
field of broadcasting.
“It’ll be a ton of work, but completely worth it,”
Parker said.
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YSJ is a comprehensive university
m
a
y
h
a
v
e
c o n tr i butor
the oppor- that offers a broad range of study
tunity to study abroad for a semester areas with a liberal arts core that fits
in York, England, next spring. Inter- well with Taylor’s curriculum.
“It’s a great example of us reshaping
national programming is considering
a new program at York St. John Uni- what’s available for students,” Benversity (YSJ), York, United Kingdom, nett said.
One benefit of the program is its
with an emphasis in physical education and human performance (PHP), affordability. The lowest fee for a
study abroad proprofessional writing,
gram at Taylor is
media communica$750 in addition
tion and studio art.
to regular tuition
“ Yo r k S t . Jo h n “York St. John University is
an example of how we are
and the program’s
University is an
room and board.
example of how
trying to find and develop
Although the cost
we are trying to
programs that are more af- of the trip is yet
find and develop
fordable and more flexible
to be determined,
programs that are
Professional Writmore affordable
for students.”
ing Department
and more flexible
Chair Pam Jordanfor students,” said
Long said the flight
Christ Bennett,
and extra travel expenses would
Dean of International Programs.
Not many Taylor study abroad likely be the highest costs.
Administrators are particularly
programs offer courses for specific
departments, Bennett commented. interested in the trip because of its
The York program matches Taylor’s attractive location. A safe, mid-sized,
goal of creating affordable, majorspecific study abroad programs for
Continued on page 2

brianna wyatt

After campaigning,
debates and Wednesday’s primary voting,
only two tickets remain.
Annessa Mosier (P)
and Drew Neuenschwander (VP) and

n Target

Market
researchers know
what deodorant you wear and what
toothpaste you use. They know when
you are single. They know when you
are pregnant.They even know your
unconscious brain signals.
What they don’t know is how to manage what they do know.
“It used to be if you wanted to know
something you had to fill out a survey
on paper,” said market researcher and
2001 Taylor graduate Justin Belgiano.
“Now you can collect information digitally. The trend in marketing research
is companies that can take enormous
sets of data and come up with consumer insights.”
On Feb. 28, The New York Times
questioned how Target Corp. uses
private consumer data in the article
“How Companies Learn Your Secrets”
by Charles Duhigg. Target tracks
customer purchases with a Guest ID
used to advertise to customers’ individual needs.
“If you use a credit card or a coupon,
or fill out a survey, or mail in a refund,
or call the customer help line, or open
an e-mail we’ve sent you or visit our
Web site, we’ll record it and link it to
your Guest ID,” said Target statisti-

Kara hackett

n e w s c o - e d i tor

Follow Us!

In the registration process, students listed the
equipment with which they are familiar. Taylor
students are already trained on the F3 camera and
video switcher, giving them the chance to be trained
on even higher-end cameras. However, they could
be paired with anything from a $200,000 camera
to a pair of headphones.
“We’re hoping that they’ll put us on gear that
we’re interested in,” Nystrom said as he and Parker
combined letters and numbers that they knew to
be high quality Sony cameras.
“It won’t just be a lot of fun,” Nystrom said. “It
will also look good on our resumes — that we’ve
worked with Sony at the biggest convention for
our industry.”
The media communication’s ownership of more
than 10 professional Sony cameras and other professional equipment is greatly attributed to the
funding of Leland and the late LaRita Boren, who
partnered with the department in 2006 to expand
possibilities for students with high-end equipment.

cian Andrew Pole. “We want to know
everything we can.”
Target uses the information to
create anonymous customer profiles
based on purchases.
However, when customers sign up
for Target REDcards, their names
are attached to their information and
shopping habits, and Target uses the
information to beat other brands to
the sale.
For instance, when a woman purchases a pregnancy test, maternal
vitamins or a number of other “baby
indicator” items, Target sends her an
advertisement designed to meet her
needs as an expectant mother.
“It provides offers to people relative to where they are in their life,”
Belgiano said. “Most people tend to
like it.”
Belgiano works as a director, client business partner for Nielsen, a
global leader in consumer marketing
research. They track consumer preferences and connect specific personalities to the media programs they
use and the products they buy.
One way Nielsen tracks purchases
is through a panel of 125,000 households who scan everything they buy
continued on page 2

Aaron Milauskas
Kirsten Sobol
Annessa Mosier

Aaron Milauskas (P)
and Kirsten Sobol
(VP) are the candidates advancing in
the 2012-2013 student
body president and
vice president elections. Drew Neuenschwander
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Abroad in York continued...

English-speaking city with a rich historical
background, York offers culture emergence
without culture shock.
However, students will still have a “meaningful cross-cultural experience.”
“You’ll definitely feel like you’re in someplace
different,” Bennett said.
At YSJ, students will enroll in modules
that match their major, according to JordanLong. Each student will attend lectures and
be assigned a tutor similar to an academic
advisor.
Jeff Miller, Assistant Director of Off-campus
Programs, said students will potentially have
the choice of living in a dorm or apartment
with roommates from YSJ.
In January, Miller traveled to York with
Jordan-Long, PHP Department Head Dr. Don
Taylor and Dean of Students Steve Morley.
The group made connections with the university’s student service personnel and other
administrators and observed the academic and
spiritual opportunities available. The group
will submit a report to the Academic Policies
Committee (APC) for review this semester.
If the APC approves the program, it will
be tested during a two-year pilot or become a
permanent program. The earliest the program

will be available for students is spring 2013.
While visiting YSJ, Jordan-Long was
impressed by the strong international student services. The university enrolls many
international students and provides plenty of
on- and off-campus activities, including travel
opportunities, she said.
Jordan-Long also commented on the beneficial opportunities the York program offers
professional writing majors. Students will
interact with visiting authors and writers-inresidence and take writing courses similar to
freelance writing, media writing and writing
seminar classes at Taylor.
“Generally speaking, professional writing
majors are also literature buffs and have read
and studied literature,” Jordan-Long said. “I
think the U.K. is an attractive location for our
students.”
Although YSJ is a secular university, it
has roots in the Anglican Church and holds
regular chapel services. The diverse student
population and variety of church services in
the city also offer unique growing experiences,
administrators said.
“Being with people with diverse views and
perspectives is potentially very growth-producing and can help us refine what we believe
and articulate our beliefs clearly,” JordanLong said.

2

You’re on TARGET continued...

at stores and upload the data online. This sample
represents the entire U.S. and allows workers
like Belgiano to use what’s called “quantitative
modeling” to mine the data.
Belgiano helps high-profile clients such as
Kraft Foods develop new products, price existing
products and advertise effectively. But instead
of crunching numbers, he translates numbers
into people.
“I help them understand ‘the who’ behind ‘the
purchasing,’” Belgiano said.
Nielsen tracks consensual consumers, so it is
not suspect to privacy rights violations. Consumers typically feel violated when companies attach
names to the data, Belgiano says.
In The Times, Duhigg cites Target’s ability to
know whether a woman is pregnant potentially
before she knows as a cause for concern.
According to the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, health information cannot
be shared for “marketing or advertising purposes”
without a customer’s approval. However, Target
warns consumers about tracking before they sign
up, making their strategies within legal bounds.
For online data collectors such as Facebook
and Google, the lines are less clearly drawn.
“Target only knows what you’re buying at Target, but Facebook knows everything about you,”

Belgiano said. “You have this huge autobiography
of yourself they can mine and attach that to your
web-surfing behavior. It’s the world’s largest customer loyalty consumer database.”
Most of Facebook’s revenue comes from the
data they collect while users are logged in. Users
agree to these terms and conditions when they
sign up.
The privacy debate is a bigger issue with
Google, which attaches tracking cookies to monitor Web browsing even when users are not logged
in.
“They’re trying to write laws right now to show
that companies are tracking you without you
explicitly agreeing to it,” Belgiano said.
Belgiano and statistics professor Dr. Ken
Constantine do not express strong ethical reservations about customer tracking–as long as
customers are informed.
“Statistics help discern what’s really going on,
what we can say and how confidently we can say
it,” Constantine said. “There’s so much information and not enough people know how to use it
well.”
For Belgiano, using the information well without exploiting customers is a constant concern.
“The truthful approach is to allow people to opt
in or opt out [of tracking],” Belgiano said. “Not
much is lost from a commercial value standpoint,
and a lot is gained in trust.”

Top 5 News Events of the Week
A new, high-definition iPad
from Apple

Hawaii flooding: Governor declares disaster on two islands

(cnn.com)

Massive solar flare ripples sun’s
surface; storms speed to Earth
(chicagotribune.com)

(latimes.com)

Fed study of student debt outlines a growing burden
(nytimes.com)

With its completion just months
away, explained is how the Euler
Science Complex is funded by
donors, donor endowment invested
income and a loan to be paid
back by students.

Why are teachers dissatisfied
with their jobs?
(theatlantic.com)

Friday

In light of the 2012-2013 tuition
increases, explained is how Taylor
draws its funds for its nearly $60
million budget from student-related
income, contributions, invested
income and other minor sources.

tso a fter-hours

Breakfast and Karaoke
Student Union
12 a.m. - 2 a.m.

Monday
Cha p el — VI SI TI NG CHRI STI AN SCHOLARS

Speaker Dr. leland Ryken, Wheaton, Ill.
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

Systems Semina r — rob ha nlon

“ERP Governance”
Nussbaum 122
4 p.m.

Boom a nd Bust — Alex J. Pollock

“Financial Cycles and Human Prosperity”
Nussbaum 122
4 p.m.

tuesday
a ll-ca mp us worship event

Brothers and Sisters of Christ
Rediger Auditorium
8 p.m.

Infograph by: McLean Roberts

RecycleMania

Pounds Recycled Per Person

Week 4
February 26 - March 3

These graphs represent pounds
recycled per person and total
pounds recycled by Taylor
University’s students and employees
for the week of February 26th March 3rd.

Total Pounds Recycled

Bottles & Cans

Bottles & Cans

Corrugated Cardboard

Corrugated Cardboard

Paper

Paper

pounds

Department Announcements
representing all departments on a weekly basis

EDUCATION

MUSIC

Kappa Delta Pi will host
Teacher Appreciation Day in
March. We will be making
goodie bags to give professors and teachers to show
our appreciation for their
work this year.

Pray for Dr. Rediger, the 50
students in Chorale and the
Habeckers who will be traveling to South Korea for ministry
March 15-25. Follow their
blog at tuchoraletokorea.wordpress.com.

HERE COME THE

pounds

BIOLOGY
Dr. John Moore was elected Vice
President for the Hoosier Association of Science Teachers for next
year, with presidency for the following year.
Dr. John Moore has been selected
to serve as a consultant on potential global engagement partnerships for professional development
and academic partnerships.

summer blackboard courses
FEATURING A REDUCED TUITION RATE

Want to tell students about your
department’s achievements and upcoming events?

E-mail News at taylor.theecho.news@gmail.com

ONLINE . TAYLOR. EDU / SUMMER
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Putin’s return proves anticlimactic
A sense of frustration exuded the the nation favored him to his opponents. Those living in
nation of Russia following Prime “the rest of Russia” outside of the political center of Moscow
Minister Vladimir Putin’s expected feared a return to the economic struggles of the pre-Putin
victory in Sunday’s presidential election. However, the pro- 90s.
“Those elites are not Mr. Putin’s constituents, and he has
tests that followed were not as dramatic as expected, despite
incessant press coverage depicting Russian displeasure done little to court them,” The New York Times reported.
with Putin, who has already served six presidential terms. “Rather, he seems keenly aware that his electoral success is
Protests erupted in Moscow following allegations of fraud linked less to a desire of progress than to a fear of backslidduring December’s parliamentary elections, in which Putin’s ing.”
The relative calm that has unexpectedly followed Putin’s
party won. Putin’s widely expected victory engendered
escalating unrest and irritation, primarily among Moscow’s victory comes as good news for the 16 students traveling
urban elite, but much of the violence has subsided since to Russia as part of Taylor University’s Spring Break Missions program. The team, consisting of 15 undergraduate
results were announced Monday.
One week before the election, thousands of protesters students and led by MAHE student and assistant hall direcformed a human chain around the city center of Moscow, tor of Olson Hall Julie Cline, will travel to Vladamir, Russia,
surrounding the Kremlin, the political epicenter of Putin’s March 17-25 to hold VBS-like programs in orphanages.
Safety of students is the number one obligation of T.W.O.,
campaign. The Kremlin has offered some electoral reforms,
none of which have met the progressive protesters’ demands, who balances this concern with how to be the most effective
Reuters reported. Putin, who stepped down to prime minis- in cross-cultural missions while avoiding student harm.
“We train our leaders for all emergency situations,” Mary
ter in 2008 due to constitutional limitations, has been the
dominant leader in Russia since the 90s and has left the Rayburn, Director of Student Ministries, said. “[Leaders]
then train teams in regulations ranging from airport conurban elite increasingly dissatisfied.
Opposition groups continue to mount pressure, with duct, how to not draw attention, and other important safety
leaders calling for protests, and some even encouraging guidelines.”
T.W.O has been in conversation with both the host orgapushing legal boundaries. Voting fraud allegations spread
across the Internet Monday not long after election results nization and other missionaries on the ground all year,
were announced. Despite international skepticism, none of Rayburn said. Special regard has been paid to the elections
Putin’s opponents presented a real challenge, with Gennady and the protests that they have engendered. They have
Zyuganov of the Communist Party coming in at second been adamant to maintain flexibility in mission plans once
with only 17% of the vote, according to Russian newspaper the team arrives in case of an emergency, as is policy of all
T.W.O. trips.
Kazan Herald.
“We’re careful to avoid demonstrations,” Rayburn said.
Despite frustration with Putin, which he accused the
Moscow residents continue to show dissatisfaction with Putin, despite current slowing of protests.
U.S. of instigating with “pro-democracy” protests, much of “We’re careful to avoid areas of conflict.”

Photo courtesy of Bogomolov.PL

Mackenzi Klemann
World Editor

Younger generations choose to stay in Mexico
With drug wars along the Mexican-American border and American crackdowns on
undocumented immigrants, fewer Mexicans are attempting to enter the U.S. illegally.
Douglas Massey, co-director of Princeton University’s Mexican
Migration Project, said research showed Mexican interest in coming
to the U.S. is at its lowest level since the 1950s.
“No one wants to hear it, but the flow has already stopped,” Massey
said to The New York Times. “For the first time in 60 years, the net
traffic has gone to zero and is probably a little bit negative.”
Mexico is responsible for six out of 10 undocumented immigrants
in the U.S. However, a negative figure would imply that more immigrants are departing from the U.S., an idea the Pew Hispanic Center
“finds no support for . . . in government data from the United States
and Mexico.” Instead, the Center found the annual return to Mexico
has been stable since 2006.
“The recent downturn in immigration from Mexico has been steep,”
the Center maintains, reporting that apprehensions of Mexicans
attempting to cross illegally “decreased by a third between 2006 and
2008.” The inflow has continued to diminish.
A recent Mexican census found 4 million more people than the
Mexican government expected. This has been attributed to the sharp
decline in emigration: fewer than 100,000 undocumented Mexican
immigrants and visa-violators settled in the U.S. in 2010, according
to The New York Times, down from a 525,000 annual average from
2000 to 2004.
Meredith Sell
Staff Writer

At the same time, legal immigration is expanding and deportation
rates have reached record highs.
“The Obama Administration has deported undocumented immigrants at a greater rate than any previous administration,” said Ira
Glass, host of the “This American Life” radio show.
The administration deported 392,862 undocumented immigrants
in 2010 and more than a million since Obama took office. According
to Reuters, 1.57 million undocumented immigrants were deported
in Bush’s eight years as president.
This increase in U.S. crackdown on illegal immigrants is one factor
influencing Mexicans’ desire to immigrate.
“We don’t understand at all what it means to be an illegal immigrant,” said senior Kristin Nelessen, a social work major. “They risk
everything to get here and, once they get here, they are the lowest
of low.”
Nelessen has been to Muzquiz, Mexico, six times. She was last
there December 2010.
“We encountered quite a few illegal immigrants who’d been
deported,” Nelessen said. She went on to mention a woman who’d
grown up in the U.S. but because of the American crackdown was
deported and forced to live in a culture foreign to her.
“This is the land of ultimate prosperity — heaven on earth for them,”
Nelessen said. “America is a place where they’re safe . . . I think that
image is dying a little bit because of how many people are going back.”
Along with American deportation, the ongoing drug wars near the
border make any attempts at crossing illegally extremely dangerous.

“Increased drug traffic has led to a proliferation of cartels and
vicious turf battles,” CBC News reported.
When President Felipe Calderon took office in 2006, he launched
a government offensive to staunch drug violence. Since then, nearly
50,000 people — most involved in the drug trade — have been killed.
From 2010 to 2011, competing cartels caused the rate of drug-related
murders in the Nuevo Leon region to increase 193 percent, according
to CBC news.
As border danger has increased, education and employment opportunities within Mexico have expanded. Twenty-two percent of public
non-capital spending goes to education — 5 percent of Mexico’s GDP.
Enrollment of 15-year-old students was 66 percent in 2009, up from
52 percent in 2000, according to Reuters.
Though the education system is not perfect — the Mexican teachers’ union is infamous for its corruption — according to The Economist, “By Latin American standards, Mexico’s schools are rather good.”
In Jalisco, the number of senior high schools has more than doubled
since 2000, and 13 science campuses, including the Technological
Institute of Arandas, have been created. The number of professionals (individuals with at least a bachelor’s degree) has also doubled
and, according to The New York Times, many students plan to stay
in Mexico.
“They’re identifying more with Mexico,” said Augustin Martinez
Gonzalez, a teacher interviewed by The New York Times. “With
more education, they’re more likely to accept reality here and try to
make it better.”

Uganda — Invisible Children’s social media campaign
against infamous rebel
leader Joseph Kony
has become an Internet
sensation. The KONY
2012 video has already
garnered more than 40
million viewers since it
was posted on Monday.
However, it draws criticism from many Ugandans. “This war is much
more complex than just
one man called Joseph
Kony,” one Ugandan
journalist said in a
YouTube video. “This is
another video where I
see an outsider trying
to be a hero, rescuing
African children.”
Pakistan — Osama bin
Laden’s three widows
have been charged
with illegal entry into
the country and were
accused of “several
incidents involving
deception and forgery,”
according to Pakistani
Interior Minister Rehman Malik. The maximum
sentence for the women currently stands at
five years, legal experts
said.

North Korea — The
nation announced it
would halt its nuclear
and missile testing and
allow U.N. nuclear inspections to commence,
part of a deal with the
U.S. to resume supplying food aid. The U.S.
began denying supplies
to the nation in 2009
due to skepticism that
the aid was not reaching the intended recipients and increasing
and concerns over the
nuclear program.
Brazil — A controver-

sial forest conservation
bill faces Congress
next Tuesday and has
caused tense division
among lawmakers.
The bill, which eases
deforestation limitations in an effort to
aid farmers, ranchers
and developers, has
left environmentalists
concerned that conservation successes made
over the past decade
will rescind. Congressional representatives
of rural regions argue
that more protections
are needed for farmers.
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Taylor students are out of this

Staff Writer

W

photo by Tim Riethmiller

hen we think of Campus Police, many of
us imagine the small brick building on
campus where we have our IDs made.
Campus Police also encourages us to sit
up a little straighter and keep ourselves
in line. But in reality, men like Chief of Police Jeff
Wallace and Deputy Chief of Police Tim Enyeart do
more than hand out parking tickets.
After 11 years at Taylor, Wallace sees his work as
twofold. The first aspect of his job is what Wallace
calls “the policing side of it.” Duties are the same as
any other police department when it comes to ensuring safety and preventing crime.
“Our first goal is safety for the entire university
community,” Wallace said. “We want to provide a safe
environment to promote continued quality learning
at a high level.”
The second part of Wallace’s job is less expected.
This includes what Wallace refers to as the “more
enjoyable roles,” such as leading spring break trips,
participating in mentoring programs and lending Chief of Police Jeff Wallace and Deputy Chief Tim Enyeart, a combined 28 years with Taylor Campus Safety, break out the big guns.
a hand in Airband commercials. “Some of the most
enjoyable and rewarding aspects of the job aren’t typical law enforcement,” said Wallace. “But any better than Taylor University. This is as good as it gets!”
Enyeart has been in the police force for 37 years. After 17 years at Taylor, Enyeart acknowledges
that’s what I love about my job!”
When asked to share a favorite aspect of his job, Wallace had an instant response. “One word: working in a student environment provides many interesting stories. The memories that tend
students. No question,” he said. Wallace smiled before continuing. “I like that my job enables me to stand out are “pranks gone bad.” One incident involved a student with a potato gun who shot
oranges at passersby. “He was a good kid —
 he’s actually a missionary now,” Enyeart reflected with
to step out of the badge and uniform and just be Jeff with students.”
Before his job at Taylor, Wallace and his family lived in Detroit, where he worked as a detective an amused smile. “But, boy, was he ornery then!”
Aside from managing bizarre situations like these, Enyeart listed a few other more common
in the violent crimes unit. Much of this job included searching for violent offenders.
Wallace remembers one event in particular that led him to seek new work. “I was interviewed duties. On a regular basis, Campus Police deals with issues such as traffic accidents and occasional
on TV about a homicide, and when I came home that night my little girl asked me, ‘Daddy, what’s theft, which Enyeart estimates to be “our number-one crime.”
Enyeart also mentioned another duty many students are all too familiar with: handing out parka homicide?’” Wallace paused, then added, “I didn’t want my kids growing up in that setting. I was
ing tickets. “Oh, the Reade Center.” Enyeart chuckled, shaking his head. “It’s high on the priority list,
praying for an opportunity to get my family to a better place.”
That opportunity came when Wallace received a position at Taylor. “It’s a blessing [to be here],” because for some reason students have a tendency to park there, despite our numerous warnings!”
In addition to Wallace and Enyeart, Campus Police consists of two other full-time officers, Patrol
said Wallace. “I love coming to work! These students are cream of the crop, and it’s great to work
Officers Andrew Bowell and Bobby Everling. Five other officers work part time.
with them.”
“God has blessed and rewarded me,” Wallace said of his job. He glanced around his office. “It’s a
Enyeart had a similar response to Wallace when he shared what he enjoyed most about his job.
“I love working with the students,” Enyeart said. “If you’re going to be a policeman, it cannot get blessing when God puts you where you need to be and where you want to be in your career.”

Boxers put

On hold
Luke Secaur
Contributor

T

he boxer run, one of Samuel Morris Hall’s long-running traditions, is increasingly unlikely to occur due to a lack of snow.
This tradition involves men from Morris Hall running past
several checkpoints on campus in only their boxers as men
from Wengatz Hall attempt to tackle them. It typically occurs
on the first major snowfall of the year. However, Morris men are still
waiting for these ideal snow conditions.
“This year, there has hardly been any snow,” said Morris PA
junior Tyler Wood. “I don’t even know if we’ve gotten more than a
full inch at one time.” Wood says snow is necessary for the boxer run
to take place because it provides a form of padding when someone is
tackled.
Morris residents are concerned time is running out.
“I’m very pessimistic that it will happen this year,” Wood said.
Wood also said that there have been no major snowfalls after February in the two years he has participated in the event.
Sophomore Morris resident Blake Williams is the student designated to initiate the boxer run when he deems it appropriate. Williams is waiting for conditions when the hall director and campus
police won’t override his call.
“Last year I called it, and [campus police] said it was too icy, so
we couldn’t do it that day,” Williams said.
The weather forecast predicts several opportunities for snowfall
within the next two weeks. However, warmer weather succeeding
that snow leaves the chances of the event occurring doubtful.
Both Williams and Wood expressed their disappointment over
the weather conditions this winter. Williams said that this is one of
the only events Morris and Wengatz do together.
“We’re not trying to kill anyone,” Wood said. “It’s just guys being guys.
Guys wrestling and goofing around.”
Mother Nature, however, seems to disapprove.

Just Girls - Orange
you in need of new
lipstick?

A

fter 10 years of collaborated effort of student
Christen Gall
and faculty research, analysis and engineering,
Staff Writer
the Taylor University physics department has
been awarded a spot on an upcoming NASA
flight into space for a test satellite. This is no
small feat for a Midwest university that receives no funding from NASA considering the intense competition from educational institutions and organizations
across the country.
Nationwide, 33 nanosatellites were chosen for NASA’s third round of the
CubeSat Launch Initiative. After launch, the satellites will conduct technology
demonstrations, educational research or science missions, according to NASA’s
website. The cube-shaped satellites are approximately four inches long, have
a volume of about one quart and weigh less than three pounds — small, but
capable of collecting an abundance of data.
Renowned universities such as Cornell University and MIT received a place
on the upcoming NASA flight, yet Taylor’s one claim of distinction among the
schools and organizations chosen, besides size, is its religious affiliation.
“Taylor was the only Christian undergrad institution chosen,” explained Sue
Gavin, Administrative Manager for the Center of Research and Innovation.
Turning pages to read definitions and weed through scientific language, she
holds the thick NASA proposal.
“That says a lot about the quality of our program,” Gavin said. “Most schools
are graduate schools, and we’re undergraduate.”
Several of the institutions chosen offer a specific aerospace engineering program to students at a bachelor’s and master’s level. Taylor’s physics department
is much more limited in class choices relating to space flight.
Taylor’s proposed satellite — a dual cube satellite called TSAT — is built to
demonstrate a reliable and global nanosatellite network. It will help students
explore fundamental science by measuring plasma density, the earth’s magnetic field and the earth’s radiation belt particals. The satellite will launch on
a rocket in 2013 or 2014, and the department hopes to have it completed by
January 2013.
Nanosats were reviewed for technical ability (if it had a chance of flying and
collecting data) and merit (what it proposes and how it fits within NASA’s goals).
Physics senior Natalie Ramm has been involved in directed research and
construction on the satellite since the end of the previous summer and plans
on continuing her involvement this summer.
“I’ve definitely learned a lot,” Ramm said. “I didn’t just know how to put
together a detector.”
Ramm is one of many Taylor students who participated in satellite work over
the last decade. Almost 80 students aided in the satellite’s construction through
study and hands-on work. According to Gavin, students will continue to build
and analyze data after the satellite’s launch.
The satellite will measure 10 centimeters by 20 centimeters and weigh 2.3

Orange is THE color for spring,
and orange lipstick is a fun and
unique way to wear the trend. Let’s
be clear, we aren’t talking neon
— red-orange is a good color to
start with and stick with. There are
varying shades for different skin
tones, but think bold, not bright.

Guy Talk - Hats Off

kilograms when completed, but this small contribution to scientific research is
still a great accomplishment for Taylor.
Physics professor Dr. Hank Voss has been a connection between Taylor and
NASA since his time at Lockheed Research in Palo Alto, Calif., as a research
scientist. Sending a satellite from Taylor into space is an exciting prospect,
which Voss says is a major accomplishment for any university.
“We’re very thankful that Taylor did well,” Voss said. “Our job now is to make
sure it’s a high-quality instrument.”
According to Voss, several classes will work on the satellite, including the
senior capstone and a new class offered called the fundamentals of space systems. Hidden in the basement of Ayres beneath the courtroom are cleaning
rooms to keep out dirt — the perfect place to construct a satellite.
“We’re getting a lot of visibility for Taylor [with the satellite],” Voss shared.
This visibility is not only good academically, but it allows others to see Taylor’s
contribution to the world around them.
“It’s important for Christians to be actively involved in discovery and culture,”
Voss said.

instructions, as well as a list of the most popular books on the
website. Information available on each book includes the book’s
International Standard Book Number (ISBN), title, author,
publisher and how many views it has. From there, students
can begin to upload or look for books, which can be searched
by ISBN, keyword or alphabetically.
To upload a book, the website’s users enter the book’s ISBN
number, whether it will be sold or rented and the book’s condition. The website will load a picture and description from
Google Books and then upload it onto the list of current books
available.
Lists can be easily edited by the click of a button rather
than attacking a poster with a marker. Students can also edit
their account to receive automatic e-mails when a new title
is uploaded.
Right now, only members of Hahn’s wing, Third Center
Wengatz, and one Olson resident have used the website, but
Hahn hopes other students will learn how to use and take
advantage of the website as well.
“The website serves just to put people in contact with each
other,” Hahn said. No actual selling happens on the website.
Students’ contact information is listed, not prices. The site
encourages students to meet new people on campus by making
the book exchange process face to face across campus rather
than keeping it tacked to the walls of dorm stairwells.

Life &
Times
love words

cavil:
to raise trivial objections.

-from Dictionary.com
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The SwitchUp: “A project in the works”

W

We know you have bad hair
days too, and often wake up five
minutes before class, so why not
trade in that beanie for something
more stylish? Fedoras are fun,
and baseball caps are classic. For
something different, try a vintage
leather baseball cap, just not on a
rainy day.

Senior Natalie Ramm is one of nearly 80 Taylor students to work on the nanosatellite.

Walls to website: book swapping made easy
You know the textbooks-for-sale signs
Sarah Cespedes
stuck on your dorm’s hallways and
Staff Writer
doors? A lot of time is spent making
one stand out against the dozen others,
many of them offering the same books. Then there’s the hassle
of updating prices or books after some are rented or sold. The
walls only become more crowded as more posters are hung on
top of everything, creating a big mess.
Sophomore Micah Hahn offers a clean, simple and technological solution for students to sell textbooks to one another:
Upland Community Book Exchange. The computer science
major created UplandCommunityBookExchange.com as a
fast and easy way for students to sell and rent books to other
students.
Hahn thought of the idea after seeing all the cluttered
papers fall semester. He created the website the last week of
J-term and set up the website during break.
“Students should have a unified place to sell and buy books
online,” Hahn said. This is exactly what the website offers.
Prices tend to fall between Taylor Bookstore deals and what
students can find on websites like Amazon.
Membership is free for students with a valid Taylor email
address; all that is required is confirming your email and
creating a password.
After logging in, the website offers buying and selling
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spiritual well-being. “We will have an optional Bible study
hen Jane Hemmick’s youngest child left the nest
Kathryn Kroeker
during the week, so hopefully in time we’ll plant seeds and
for Taylor University, she began to feel burdened
see some of them grow,” Hemmick said.
for the youth in her Van Buren, Ind., community.
Staff Writer
The SwitchUp’s success will depend on volunteers who,
“I decided it was time to start a new chapter,”
Hemmick hopes, will be primarily Taylor students. Starting
Hemmick said. After visiting the Red Barn in
the summer of 2011, she, her husband and a group of other Christian couples next month, students can interact with teens at the Van Buren location on
scheduled a meeting to discuss plans for a youth ministry center. “We have a weekday afternoons. Volunteer positions vary in time commitment and function
need that we feel the community has,” Hemmick said. “We have teens in town — from homework assistance to playing pingpong. But the focus for volunteers
will be simple: Be a friend and reflect Christ’s love. “A college student is attracwith nothing to do. We need a Red Barn in Van Buren.”
Leon and Barb Pomeroy moved to Van Buren just as Hemmick’s heart was tive in and of itself to a junior high or high schooler,” Hemmick said, “but I look
at Taylor students as being excellent Christian role models.”
stirring. The couple had previous experience in youth
Hemmick expressed hopes to host one-time events such as
ministry and immediately volunteered to become involved
“This is going to be a Christconcerts or abstinence classes in the future, depending on
in the developing ministry. Leon became co-chairman of
volunteer involvement.
the steering committee, and Barb, prompted three times
based ministry. Our main hope is
The Red Barn staff has agreed to train The SwitchUp volby the Holy Spirit, volunteered as director. “I think they
unteers in preparation for opening day. Aspects of mentoring
took it like we knew everything,” Barb said.
will be involved, but Hemmick insists that volunteers need
Months of meetings, brainstorming and prayer proto attract the troubled teens in
not feel intimidated. “It’s not really a skill thing,” Hemmick
duced The SwitchUp, an after-school ministry intended
said. “It would be a lot of help if they would come and invest
to serve the junior high and high school students of Van
town and then be able to point
some time just being a friend.” Nearly any skill-set could be
Buren. The ministry’s focus is three-fold: providing a safe
used at The SwitchUp, according to Hemmick; volunteers can
after-school environment, Bible study and homework help.
them to the problem-solver.”
talk with students, play games, wash dishes or even prayer
“This is going to be a Christ-based ministry. Our main hope
walk around the block during the afternoon.
is to attract the troubled teens in town and then be able
Interested students can visit the ministry’s Facebook page
to point them to the problem-solver,” Barb said.
Many teens in Van Buren come from dysfunctional or impoverished homes. or call Hemmick at 765-506-1775 for more information. Brochures are located
Because of this demographic, The SwitchUp will focus particularly on home- throughout the DC and on bulletin boards across campus. The application prowork help for teens struggling toward graduation. “One of the biggest areas cess is still in the works, but Hemmick strongly encourages interested students
of transformation for people everywhere, especially for a community like Van to get involved however they can. “Call, ask questions . . . come and try it for a
Buren, is the homework help,” Leon said. But he added, “We know part of this day,” Hemmick said. Above all, Hemmick urges the Taylor community to pray
for The SwitchUp as it launches. “It’s exciting to see what God’s going to do and
is spiritual warfare.”
As such, all aspects of the ministry will tie into the key focus of the students’ who’s going to show up,” said Hemmick.

Status update from
taylor network
C’mon, students studying and doing
homework: you’re taking up the
bandwidth I need for the ‘Cuse
game!
-from Daniel Bowman

Fact
of the

Week

Did you know?
Every year the moon moves about
3.8 centemeters farther from Earth.
This is caused by tidal effects.
Scientists do not know how the
moon was created, but the generally accepted theory suggests that
a Mars-sized object hit the earth,
causing the Moon to splinter off.
-from listverse.com
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CRAMER IS WATCHING YOU #inclass

6

IN DEFENSE OF..
lindsay lohan

Like · Comment · Share · 34 minutes ago

Jeff Cramer, associate pro- distraction digital technology and media offer,
fessor of computer science, according to a report from The Washington Post.
S taff writer
Cramer believes this development may have
may not be your Facebook
friend, but he knows when you update your sta- long-term consequences.
“Students refuse to believe that they can’t
tus during COS 104.
multi-task, and for the rest of their lives, they
“I know that in a big room you think you’re
are going to be stuck in this distracted world
anonymous and that the instructor may not
thinking that they’re okay,” Cramer said. “But
actually be noticing it,” Cramer said. “But of
in my opinion, they are missing out on many
course in a room like this I can see every single
things in life because they
thing that’s going on, and I
know who’s not paying atten“. . . We all need to learn are not willing to think with
any depth over any extended
tion.”
amount of time.”
Admittedly, few students at
how to do a better job
Web surfing and social netTaylor walk into classes planning to spend the entire lecture
of staying in the present working in class aren’t just
detrimental to student perperiod staring at their digital
news feed. However, students moment instead of remov- formance. Such activities are
also a show of poor etiquette,
find maintaining focus and
resisting the siren call of social
ing ourselves virtually.” according to W. Joseph Campbell, a professor at American
media to be harder and harder.
University, in The Washington Post. A recent poll
“I try never to use Facebook while I am in a
of Taylor students revealed slightly varied opinclass,” sophomore Grace Crosby said. “But lately
ions on the subject. Forty-five percent of those
I’ve started to struggle with looking at Twitter
on my iPad. I follow CNN, The New York Times — who voted were moderately tolerant of social
media use in class, and 39 percent found such
all these news sites that are constantly updating
their feeds. It’s hard not to get distracted by that.” activity distasteful. However, the core issue goes
even deeper than a consideration of etiquette,
It’s not just Taylor students who struggle with
according to Cramer.
using social media during class time. Students
“When you show up to class prepared, ready
across the U.S. are becoming more prone to the

Kari Travis

It’s cool.

Frequently.

It’s okay.

A few times
a week.

Please don’t.

Rarely.

No opinion.

Never.

10%

20%

30%

40%

to listen, you’ve done your work ahead of time,
you’re ready to think, that is an act that is glorifying to God,” Cramer said. “How you use your
mind and how you use your time during class is
an act of worship. And I think we miss a lot of
opportunities to worship God in our activities
and in our academic life.”
According to Cramer, students shouldn’t feel
as though professors intend to confront or belittle them in regard to the issue of media use in
class. Beyond a desire for students to close their
laptops and pay attention, Cramer’s goal is to let
students know that he understands how difficult
staying focused can be.
“I really want students to know that we’re all
in this together,” Cramer said. “I want to call
you out and get you to close your lid for a while
because I know that most of us can’t handle the
distraction of a laptop in front of us.”
Cramer stated that social media is not inherently responsible for distraction or the lapse in
etiquette that may result but acknowledged that
any technology always plays an important part
in human behavior.
“Technology is the enabler . . . there are endless
things you can do with these gadgets that we all
have,” Cramer said. “And we all need to learn
how to do a better job of staying in the present
moment instead of removing ourselves virtually.”

How often do you use social media or
entertainment media during classes?

What is your opinion of those who
consistently use social media in class?

50%

twittertwi
twitt
twittertw
twittertwit

WTUR Schedule Defining Generations
David Seaman

Monday:

C opy E ditor

“Review Crew” — Thad White and Jon Hemholz
9 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Tuesday:
“Around the World” — Will Fairfax and Jake Williams
8 p.m. - 9 p.m.
“Jennaration” — Jenna Smith
10 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Wednesday:
“Love Shack” — Juan Cespedes, Rebecca Sexton and Sam Stone
8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
“Peak of the Week” — Zach Cutshaw, Austin Kight
and Kaleigh Zierk
10 p.m. - 11 p.m.

Saturday:
“Taylor Coffee Table” — Keith Cantrell and Luke Seceaur
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Justin Chisham
C ontributor

is going on in the lives of people at that time
Movies are more than sleek entertainment. In
period, or at least what a large majority of
fact, sometimes they define a generation. Films
people think is going on. Other films that define
like “Rebel Without a Cause,” “The Breakfast
a generation include “Rebel Without a Cause”
Club” and more are the zeitgeist of certain time
periods. They represent a generation’s hopes, (classic 1950s teenage rebellion) and movies of
the ‘60s such as “Bonnie and Clyde” and “Easy
dreams and sorrows. They also exemplify a
Rider,” which showed drugs and violence in a
decade or period of history.
realistic light.
A prime example of a film defining a certain
A generation-defining film also can be based
generation is “Fight Club.”
solely on popularity. A great
“My generation grew up in
example of this is the “Harry
a post-AIDS world . . .” said
“[Films] represent
Potter” film series. Many have
C. Robert Cargill of film.com
about the 1999 film. “[T]he
a generation’s hopes, grown up seeing the series’
stars grow. The franchise
Soviet Union was gone and
we had nothing particularly
dreams and sorrows.” is generation-defining in
its outer effect on American
pressing to fight for or against.
culture, particularly in the
. . . Men who longed for their
negativity it has garnered
chance to fight had no wars;
from groups concerned with its emphasis on
men who wanted to protest had no wars to
magic. In fact, its controversy truly makes it a
march against. . . . we were angry, only we
defining film; many debates have risen over the
didn’t have anything to be angry about. ‘Fight
question of the series’ moral standing. These
Club’ is a last, passing glimpse at what that
debates have encouraged people to speak their
world was like — the pre-9/11 world in which
our protagonist could be a revolutionary . . . . minds about the moral themes of Hollywood,
and “Harry Potter” represents this well.
The film perfectly captures what it felt to be an
Films like “Fight Club” can be seen as
American male of that age at that time.”
encouraging violence and “Harry Potter” as
A film like “Fight Club” is no doubt
encougaging magic. But that is not the point.
controversial, but being controversial is not
The generation whose parents disapproved of
the reason it is defining. It doesn’t even have
them watching the original “Star Wars” trilogy
to be good. What the movie does is define what

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury . . . I weep
in fear.
Monsters loom on the horizon: Michael
Bay, “Twilight,” Justin Bieber, the Comic
Sans font. However, this week one young
(ahem) lady rose to the top. Or sank to
the bottom, whatever tired metaphor you
prefer.
Ladies and gentlemen, I present Lindsay Lohan, in her 347th appearance before
a court of law. Luckily, this time is not
real. Unluckily, all she has in her corner
is a petrified and completely unofficial
defense attorney.
Pardon my bewildered screams.
For those of you who don’t watch “SNL,”
some of her recent rebuke is deserved.
She was awkwardly unfunny in her minor
roles, and she followed cue cards the way
a puppet follows strings. Simply put, she
was a weak host.
Still better than Jimmy Fallon, but I
digress.
What was supposed to be the start of
a comeback quickly turned sour. Any
real charm she once possessed has disappeared under an avalanche of drugs
and jail time. However, that all happened
years ago. Why is it still so easy to disregard Lindsay Lohan, even when she isn’t
giving panty shots to paparazzi?
The consensus answer: her underwhelming performances across the pop
culture landscape and her false good-girl
image of yesteryear.
Dang. That is a pretty astute answer.
Okay, one step at a time.
First, there are good Lindsay Lohan
movies. “Mean Girls” and “Freaky Friday”
are both pretty entertaining, far better
than recent offerings (I’m looking at you,
“Herbie: Fully Loaded”). And sure, she
wasn’t funny on “SNL,” but neither were
January Jones, Michael Phelps or Steven
Seagal. Heck, half the current cast members aren’t that funny (I’m looking at you,
Andy Samberg).
Notice I did not bring up her “singing”
career. Some things cannot be defended.
As for the false good-girl image, no one
is pretending anymore, not even her. In
her “SNL” opening, she applied a great
deal of self-depreciating humor. Her image
may be poisoned, but she has a good sense
of humor about it. I find that admirable,
even if the performance was lacking.
In the end, perhaps she should have
faded into obscurity. That would have
been the smart thing, given multiple fiascos. However, if she could regain some
credibility, she might be another Robert
Downey Jr.
For those of you unfamiliar with celebrity gossip of yesteryear . . . I desperately
wish I was among you.
Anyway, Robert Downey Jr. suffered
similar drug violations and multiple
arrests in his 30s. However, he eventually became a bankable star. In my eyes,
Mr. Downey and Ms. Lohan have similar
backgrounds.
I think it is only fair to give Ms. Lohan
another chance. After all, she has some
potential underneath the mediocrity.
But let’s agree to forget “I Know Who
Killed Me.” It’s just better that way.
is today the generation that disapproves of
their children watching films like “Harry
Potter.” And the generation before that is
the one that disapproved of films like “Rebel
Without a Cause.” The films all cycle back
to each other. The older generations need
to realize the films they grew up with led
to the films of today, both the good and bad
ones. Likewise, today’s generation should
appreciate the older generation’s films. There
would probably be no “Mean Girls” or “Easy
A” without the snarkiness of “The Breakfast
Club” or the rebelliousness of “Rebel Without
a Cause.” Films define generations, and they
will continue to do so for generations to come.

REVIEW
‘Trust your life’

‘Young and in love’

Kelly Helton

Kathryn Kroeker

contributor

staff writer

In “Trust Your Life: Forgive Yourself
and Go After Your Dreams,” Noelle
Sterne encourages readers to recall
and pursue their forgotten dreams.
She gives readers the tools to see their
lives in a new light and rekindle the
desire to follow distant dreams. Sterne
emphasizes it is never too late to bring
any dream to fruition.
Sterne based this book on three
universal principles: there are no
mistakes, we can reframe our pasts
and the outer reflects the inner. The
book also has three sections: Admitting: What’s Really Bothering You?,
Changing: How Do You Change What’s
Bothering You? and Activating: Get-

ting to Your Dream. Sterne earned a
doctorate in English and Comparative
Literature from Columbia University
and works as an advisor and editor for
doctoral candidates.
Recurring themes include divine
order, listening to your “inner voice”
and the importance of forgiving others as well as yourself. In chapter one,
Sterne introduces the theme of divine
order, providing examples of God’s
purpose in her life. On page 28, Sterne
says, “Your experiences have not been
wasted — they’ve been no less than
perfect.” This statement echoes Jeremiah 29:11, which says, “‘For I know
the plans I have for you,’ declares the

LORD, ’plans to prosper you and not to
harm you, plans to give you hope and
a future.’” Sterne illustrates this verse
in a story about a client named Dot,
who stopped writing a book to care for
her ailing father. In Sterne’s opinion,
the time Dot spent “doing nothing [for
her book]” gave her the experience she
needed to write her book.
Sterne writes “Trust Your Life” with
a humorous tone that encourages and
uplifts readers. She provides numerous lists of positive thoughts to counteract the fears and doubts inherent
to pursuing a lifelong dream. I recommend this book to anyone thinking
about or already chasing a dream.

Tired of receiving mixed messages
about marriage? Pastor Ted Cunningham offers a relevant biblical approach
to marriage in his latest book, “Young
and in Love: Challenging the Unnecessary Delay of Marriage.” This book
offers biblical advice and support for
Christian couples who desire to marry
young but feel pressured by society to
delay their commitment. Cunningham
acts as a cultural critic, condemning
secular influences and suggesting a
new Christian outlook that advocates
marriage.
Cunningham builds his case on
Scripture and expert sources, both
Christian and secular. His voice

rebukes, which may offend some readers, but humorous anecdotes balance
the harshness. Each chapter ends with
personal journal prompts and identifies potential threats to young marriage. Cunningham emphasizes the
broader subject of individual Christian
maturity, widening his readership to
include singles who are seeking wisdom. Besides marriage and sexuality,
Cunningham addresses other hot topics such as individualism, responsibility and work ethic. I recommend
this book for those who want to be
challenged with a fresh — and convicting — perspective on God’s view
of marriage.
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ifc for ch a pel
By

J o s h ua

l a r k i n ,

wo r l d

d e s i g n e r

“We would go to chapel, sing a couple Sufjan Stevens songs and then Pastor Gruendyke would come up to pray. He would be wearing
skinny jeans and a crewneck sweatshirt with a bow tie graphic on the front.”

i

Photo by Tim Riethmiller

f you have yet to notice, Taylor University is not Wheaton College. I like that about Taylor. I
am sure Wheaton is a great school, but I did not go to Wheaton on purpose. Taylor is not my
backup school to Wheaton; I am not here because I couldn’t get in there.
That being said, it frustrates me to no end that almost every speaker we have at Taylor chapel is
from Wheaton College. In the two previous weeks of school, two speakers have come from Wheaton.
Next week, another two Wheaton speakers will be here. The third chapel is an all-sing.
I attribute this Wheaton invasion on our beloved pastor, Randall Gruendyke, who attended
Wheaton; that is also why I include him in the list of Wheaton speakers. Because Wheaton speakers are what he knows, Wheaton speakers are what we get. Either that, or his friends pay him in
bow ties to invite them over.

The one other thing the speakers Pastor Gruendyke brings in have in common is sound doctrine;
they really do know their stuff. Thank you for the sound doctrine, but because it is always from
the same voice, it is getting harder to hear. You can keep bringing people with Scottish accents;
just make sure they are not from Wheaton.
Dear readers, please don’t think I am all angst. I’m not. There are aspects of Taylor University
that I like. Airband is amazing, the Taylor Sounds are stupendous, Curtis Sanford looks great
covered in blue paint and, of course, you can’t forget the Integration of Faith and Culture cabinet!
The Integration of Faith and Culture cabinet (IFC) is a group of (incredibly trendy and, dare I say,
hip) students dedicated to keeping Taylor relevant with books, movies, discussion and especially
music. Ever heard of Bon Iver, Yea Sayer or Sufjan Stevens? Well, so has IFC, and that’s why they
brought those bands to Taylor before the rest of the world could give them any Grammys (at least
Bon Iver).
They are the cultural center of Taylor. If it weren’t for them we would be listening to country
instead of folk, Mack Phillips instead of M83 and the Gaithers instead of Gotye. I love what IFC
does; I love to pick on them while wishing I could be as cool as they are. There is no bad side to them.
Just look around — we are in the absolute middle of nowhere! We should have no musical taste.
I realized this the other day while I was at Indiana Wesleyan. They were playing the song “Sandstorm” at their coffee shop, not ironically. But I can’t make fun of them. That could have been us!
Fortunately, it wasn’t. Fortunately, Taylor has IFC.
This is what I propose: Replace all our current chapel planners with the IFC cabinet. Imagine
the results with me, and please pardon my stereotyping.
We would go to chapel, sing a couple Sufjan Stevens songs and then Pastor Gruendyke would
come up to pray. He would be wearing skinny jeans and a crewneck sweatshirt with a bow tie
graphic on the front. After his prayer, he would introduce the speaker as “some obscure pastor you
have probably never heard of before.” A few years from now, the rest of the world would catch up
with us, the speaker will probably cost hundreds of thousands of dollars to book, but to us, they
would be old news. At the end of all this, someone would ask Jeff Yoder why he was wearing that
shirt to which he would reply, “Because it’s a free trade blend of hemp and cotton that supports
the underprivleged in Africa!” Way to go, Yoder.
When you think about it, the entire exercise of chapel at Taylor reveals that there is more to it
than simply finding a good speaker. If this does not change, we will still carry on and grow to be
more Christlike. But just because the ritual of chapel is more than a good lecture, we should not
slack on finding new voices.
As much as I want to see Randy bust out the v-necks, I would rather see progress. Chapel has
to be right behind room and board and class fees in our tuition expenses (which just went up). I
would love to see some speakers not from Wheaton. After all, I am not here because I didn’t get
accepted there; I am here because I love this school. And corn fields. I really love corn fields.
We are way too cool to be a knock-off of Wheaton.

Indie rock band Free Energy performing for Taylor students last May in the union.
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keeping The
sabbath?
Mark Taylor
student contributor

Illustration by Rodrigo Carneiro

EDITOR IN CHIEF
Caitlin Wilson

During the student debates Tuesday, one of the candidates mentioned something
he would try to implement if he were elected. The idea was that the library
should be open earlier on Sundays to accommodate the students better. He
claimed this was reflective of the desires of some whom he had spoken with. I
found it rather surprising, not just that the candidate would select this as a
platform point, but that this is an actual desire of the student body. A related
move was very recently made by Zondervan Library, which decided to make the work and work without physical and spiritual refreshment. The Lord’s Day is a
gift to us, and rejecting it is reflective of an attitude of self-sufficiency. We need a
Writing Center available to students online during Sunday evenings.
I am disturbed by these events because I think the Sabbath is worth preserv- spirit of dependence on God, not to think we can make it on our own by striving.
It isn’t as though we deliberately set out to this end. What happens is that the
ing, and I am confused by both the desires of the students and the actions of the
university. I certainly don’t believe Scripture promotes a legalistic view of the Sabbath just isn’t a priority, so any extra work gets dumped onto the day that
Sabbath. Paul wrote clearly that we are not to “let anyone judge you by what happens to be the Lord’s. Intentionality is missing here.
Pastor Randy recently said in chapel he was so thankyou eat or drink, or with regard to a religious festival, a
ful God had preserved the chapel times each week. I
New Moon celebration or a Sabbath day.” Jesus spent
agree. God has preserved this time the university has
a portion of his ministry removing these restrictions,
declaring, “The Sabbath was made for man, not man for “However, as God has preserved set aside. However, as God has preserved what the
what the university has set
university has set apart, perhaps the university should
the Sabbath.” There should be no condemnation for any
Christian because of how he or she uses the Sabbath.
apart, perhaps the university also preserve what God has set apart. Taylor University
not enable and encourage unwise use of the SabThis is not a question of sin.
should also preserve what God should
bath, nor should students desire such a thing. Believers
That being said, it is certainly a question of wisdom.
has set apart.”
may do what they like on the Lord’s Day, but we must
God gave mankind the Sabbath as a gift, and as with
remember that, “‘Everything is permissible’ — but not
all of his gifts, we benefit by embracing it. God told the
everything is beneficial.” By creating tools for students
Israelites, “Six days do your work, but on the seventh
day do not work, so that your ox and your donkey may rest and the slave born to spend the Day of Rest working, Taylor would encourage choices that are not
in your household, and the alien as well, may be refreshed.” The purpose of this wise or beneficial.
I was disappointed to read the library’s decision to open the Writing Center
day is that we take a break, rest,and “be refreshed.” Is it wise to discard a gift of
God? Are we better off acting, for all practical purposes, as though the Sabbath on the Sabbath, and I was saddened to hear students promoting increased work
hours on the same day. There are habits being put into place here that will not
is just as useful for work as any other day?
I think it is clear that we are not better off. We were not made to work, and reap the full joy God has in store for us.
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In early February, Russia and China vetoed a U.N. resolution condemning look out for the financial interests of its citizens.
Many of us would like to think human rights advocacy also ought to
the harsh military measures Syrian president Bashar al-Assad employed
over the past several months to crack down on Syrians who protested his be the job of governments. However, these principles often come into
government. According to the Huffington Post, the two nations listed several conflict. When they do, we must decide which is better: a stable financial
reasons for the veto, including concerns about its neutrality and unwillingness future or not supporting immoral governments. Politicians tend to put
economic concerns first. Perhaps that is their job.
to choose sides against an important Middle Eastern
Does it always follow that taking a moral stand
ally. Sound familiar? It should.
will lead to financial ruin? That’s a hard question
Though American politicians raised a great
“. . . if we are going to take
to answer because there are so few cases to study.
hue and cry over the veto, condemning Russia and
issue when other world powers
Rarely do governments take the risk.
China for allowing gross human rights violations,
consider economic ties when
For people who were upset by either veto,
they seem to have conveniently overlooked the
making political decisions, it is
perhaps we should take issue not just with Chifact that many in the world accuse us of the same
faults. Back in September, the U.S. vetoed a U.N.
hypocritical not to recognize we nese, Russian or American politics alone but also
with the system that allows the decisions of any
resolution which would have granted Palestine
do the same thing.”
of these nations to dictate what the rest of the
international recognition as a sovereign nation.
world does. Currently the U.N. Security Council
The reasons President Obama gave for the veto?
consists of five permanent members (the three
He was concerned that the resolution would cause
mentioned above as well as the U.K. and France), any of which can veto
more conflict and was reluctant to act against an important ally.
It is not my intention to pass judgment on U.S. actions, only to sug- a resolution even after it has been passed by the General Assembly in
gest that if we are going to take issue when other world powers consider which all U.N. members participate. We can hardly be surprised that
economic ties when making political decisions, it is hypocritical not to individual nations will use such overarching power to look out for their
recognize we do the same thing. After all, it is each government’s job to own interests over human rights considerations.

Let your voice be heard!
To become a contributor to the Opinions section, submit your in-depth and researched articles to Gabriel_Bain@taylor.edu by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.
Please keep the word count to 500-700 words.
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softball rolls to 7-1 with third straight sweep

Trojan sports
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IN BRIEF

Freshman Bethany Bates leads off second base during Wednesday’s 6-3 win over Michigan-Dearborn. Bates went 3-6 with an RBI and a stolen base in the doubleheader.

will fairfax

The softball team continued its blistering
start to the season
Wednesday when they swept a doubleheader
against the University of Michigan-Dearborn
to improve to 7-1 on the season. The Trojans
now have a six-game winning streak, with
their only loss coming in the season-opening
series.
The Trojans had two comeback wins
Wednesday, beating Michigan-Dearborn 8-3 in
game one and 6-3 in game two of the twin bill.
The Trojans got off to a quick 1-0 lead in
game one when senior Laura Strode drove
sophomore Emily Tweedy home in the bottom
of the first
Taylor got into trouble in the fourth inning
with junior ace Holly Tomaszewski on the
mound. After scoring their first two runs of
the game, the Wolves loaded the bases with
one out and looked poised to increase their
lead. Tomaszewski struck out the next batter,
and Tweedy caught the final out in foul ground
to keep the Wolves’ lead to 2-1. MichiganDearborn added a run in the top of the fifth
to increase their lead to 3-1.
Taylor mounted a comeback in the bottom
of the fifth when Tweedy started the inning
with a single, senior Alyssa Brodbeck reached
contributo R

on an error and junior Sarah Heath loaded the depth we have in our lineup,” Strode said.
bases by reaching first on a bunt. Freshman “Every member of our lineup has helped proBethany Bates pushed Tweedy across with a duce runs already this season. Our bats have
ground out before sophomore Caitlin Vukorpa been hot and we knew we could battle back;
hit a two-RBI double to give the Trojans a lead it was all just a matter of time.”
Freshman Hannah Klebesadel threw a comthat they wouldn’t relinquish.
Tomaszewski pitched a complete game, giv- plete game, giving up three runs off five hits
ing up three runs off seven hits and pitching and striking out eight. Klebesadel improved
seven strikeouts. She remains perfect on the to 3-1 on the mound this season.
“Holly and Hannah on the mound, they just
mound, improving to 4-0 on the season.
In game two, the Trojans fell behind early. pitched their hearts out,” Head Coach Brad
Down 2-0, they scratched out their first run Bowser said. “They just don’t quit, they just
keep coming after you and their demeanor
in the bottom of the third to pull within one.
Taylor struck again in the bottom of the fifth doesn’t change whether they’re up or down
when sophomore Jordan Broomfield walked and that’s what I like.”
Despite the 7-1 start, Strode noted that the
and Tweedy stepped up to the plate and hit a
two-run home run. Later in the inning Strode team stil has room for improvement.
“We need to jump on teams early,” Strode
reached first on an infield hit and had Heath
bring her home on a double two batters later said. “We are hitting the ball well. It’s been
great to see what we’re made of and battle
to give the Trojans a 4-2 lead.
Michigan-Dearborn trimmed the lead to back when we are behind, but I think we can
one in the top of the sixth with a home run improve on producing runs early.”
The Trojans look to continue their current
of their own.
Taylor answered in the bottom of the fifth form heading into spring break when they will
after junior Liz DeOtte hit a one-out double. play 10 games in Clermont, Fla., before getTwo batters later, junior Emily Ogorek hit a ting ready for the MCC Season. But first, the
two-run home run to give the Trojans a 6-3 Trojans will look to improve on their six-game
winning streak as they play a doubleheader
lead.
“Those two home runs showed how much at Pikeville (Ky.) Friday starting at 3:30 p.m.

Carey leads trojans in historic nationals
Three Taylor records
fell last weekend as
SPORTS WRITEr
eight women from the
track and field team competed at the NAIA
Indoor Track and Field Championships in
Geneva, Ohio.
Junior Henrietta Carey highlighted the
meet for Taylor, becoming the first Trojan to
qualify for finals in school history.
Carey’s time of 7.66 seconds in the 60 meter
dash preliminaries on Friday broke her own
school record and propelled her into the semifinals. Just two hours later, Carey advanced
to the finals with a time of 7.68.
“Henrietta ran an exceptional race to qualify
for nationals,” Head Coach Ted Bowers said.
“She literally made it by one-hundredth of a
second, or about three inches.”
In her final event of the day, Carey set
another Taylor record, running the 200 meter
dash in 25.46 to improve on her previous best
of 26.00. Carey just missed qualifying for 200
meter dash finals in a highly competitive field.
On Saturday, Carey competed in the 60
meter dash final, finishing in seventh place
with a time of 7.77. With the finish, Carey
became the Trojans’ first-ever female NAIA
All-American in an indoor running event.
Carey joins Lori Shepard, Taylor’s only
other female NAIA Indoor All-American, who

NICK VAN HEEST

finished in fifth place in the high jump at the
1984 championships.
Carey overcame huge odds to reach finals,
coming into the meet seeded 18 out of 22 competitors.
“This meet was an excellent indicator of how
Henrietta’s outdoor season will go,” Bowers
said. “This is the best early season she’s had
in her three years at Taylor.”
Not to be outdone by Carey’s achievements
at nationals, the 4x400 meter relay team set
a Taylor record of their own Thursday, clocking in at 4:00.48. Junior Emily Perschbacher,
sophomore Erin Price and seniors LaJoya
Smith and Stephanie Kenney broke their own
school record of 4:01.84 set just two weeks ago
to finish 14th in the event.
“Even though we didn’t advance to finals I
am really pleased with how we ran,” Bowers
said. “We accomplished our goal of breaking
the school record.”
In the Trojans’ final event at nationals, the
freshmen trio of Allison Steinbeck, Jenna Norris and Elaine Schmeltz joined Kenney to run
a season-best 12:44.20 in the distance medley
relay, finishing 19th on Thursday.
“I think our relay race went well, we were
only eight seconds off the school record.”
Steinbeck said. “Next year we will definitely
be focused on making it back to nationals and

breaking the record.”
Competing at nationals was an eye-opening
experience for the freshmen, and it gives them
motivation to work hard to qualify again next
year.
“The whole atmosphere at nationals was
different than the other meets I have participated in so far,” Norris said. “You can see that
everyone there is filled with a love for their
sport and are willing to do whatever it takes
to achieve their goals.”
“Competing with the best can bring a lot
of pressure that either makes or breaks an
athlete,” Steinbeck said. “As a freshman, this
experience can be intimidating, but I really
enjoyed being a part of it.”
With the indoor season completed, the
team’s outdoor season is less than two weeks
away.
“Competing at nationals gives us motivation for the outdoor season, which spreads
throughout the team,” Bowers said. “We’re
two months ahead of where we were last
year. Having eight athletes qualify for indoor
nationals was phenomenal, but I think we can
get up to 12 to qualify for outdoor nationals
because we’ve got good potential there.”
Taylor will kick off its outdoor track season
at the Rhodes College Open Meet in Memphis,
Tenn., March 17.

Baseball 2-5 (0-0)

Softball 7-1 (0-0)

results
03/07 at Wright State L,
3-6

results
03/07 versus MichiganDearborn W, 8-3, W, 6-3

Schedule
03/09 at Prasco Park
versus Mount Vernon
Nazarene 1 p.m.
03/10 at Prasco Park
versus Mount Vernon
Nazarene 12 p.m.
03/13 versus Manchester
4 p.m.

Schedule
03/09 at Pikeville (Ky.) (DH)
3:30 p.m.
03/10 at University of the
Cumberlands (Ky.) (DH) 1
p.m.
03/14 versus Siena Heights
(DH) 3:30 p.m.

review
The baseball team jumped
to an early 2-0 lead on
Wright State Wednesday
night, but the Raiders
went on to score six runs
unanswered en route to a
6-3 win over the Trojans.
Taylor had eight hits in
the contest including
three from senior Dominic
Spadafora who went 3-3 at
the plate with an RBI and
a walk. Senior Rhett Goodmiller went 2-4, and fellow
seniors Ryne Otis and Ian
Nielsen had the other two
Trojan RBIs.

review
The softball team extended
its winning streak to eight
with two wins over University of Michigan-Dearborn
Wednesday. The Trojans
scored seven runs in the
fifth and sixth innings of
game one to secure an
8-3 come-from-behind win.
Taylor pounded out 13 hits
total, and sophomore Emily
Tweedy and senior Laura
Strode each went 3-4.
Tweedy homered late in
game two en route to a 6-3
Trojan victory. See article
for full recap.

Men’s Track
& Field

Women’s Track
& Field

results
Did not compete this week.

results
03/02-03 at NAIA Indoor
National Championships,
43rd of 48

Schedule
03/17 at Rhodes Open
Meet 11 a.m.
03/24 at Rhodes Invitational 11 a.m.
03/30 at Defiance Open
11 a.m.
04/05 Tri Meet (IWU and
Bethel) 3 p.m.
04/13-14 at Indiana
Little State Championships
11 a.m.
04/21 at Manchester Classic 11 a.m.
04/27-28 MCC Conference
Championships 11 a.m.
review
Did not compete this week.

Schedule
03/17 at Rhodes Open
Meet 11 a.m.
review
Eight members of the
women’s track team
competed in the NAIA
Indoor National Championships last weekend. Junior
Henrietta Carey led the
way and became Taylor’s
first-ever women’s indoor
All-American runner by
placing seventh in the 60
meter dash. Carey also
competed in the 200 meter
dash, finishing in 24th. See
article for full recap.

Men’s Tennis
11-6 (7-1)

Men’s Golf

results
Did not compete this week.

results
Season not yet started.

Schedule
03/30 versus Walsh 4 p.m.
03/31 versus Davenport
10 a.m.
04/13 at Anderson 5 p.m.
04/20-21 at Indiana Wesleyan Tournament

Schedule
03/12 Taylor-IWU Match
Play 2 p.m.

review
Thursday’s men’s tennis
match at Anderson was
canceled due to weather
and has been rescheduled
for April 13. See article
for a complete look at the
rest of the Trojans’ spring
season.

review
The men’s gold team will
kick off its spring season
with one day of match play
against Indiana Wesleyan
on Monday. Senior Tyler
Ramsland will close out his
Taylor career this spring
after tying for 17th at last
year’s MCC Championships.
Juniors Jimmy Fahlen and
Steven Deckert will also
return after strong seasons
in 2011.

Men’s tennis building depth in spring season
Thursday’s men’s tennis match at Anderson
was postponed due to weather, something
Taylor is all too familiar with. The Trojans
played only one match last spring because many were cancelled
due to weather.
This spring Taylor already has three matches under its belt, with
three more and one weekend invitational scheduled. Though the
spring matches are not part of an official season for the team, they
present an opportunity for the younger players to get better.
“There’s a lot of improvement,” Head Coach Don Taylor said. “One
of our seniors isn’t playing this spring because of an internship,
and one of our sophomores is studying abroad in Spain. So there’s
two lineup spots that give the opportunity for other players to get
playing experience.”
After winning 11 matches in a row last fall to finish the season
11-3, the Trojans added sophomore Carlos Guarin, a transfer from
Shaw University in North Carolina. Guarin, a native of Columbia,
played the No. 1 singles position at Shaw and earned player of the
year honors in the Central Intercollegiate Athletic Association last
season.
“I knew Carlos was coming in, and I thought we were going to be
a stronger team so we scheduled more matches,” Coach Taylor said.
Unfortunately for the Trojans, due to eligibility rules, Guarin would
be forced to miss a fall season if he played this spring.
“We decided not to play him this spring, so now he still has three
years of eligibility left,” Coach Taylor said.
Coming off a strong season, Coach Taylor felt the team would
benefit from some tough competition, including matches against
No. 16 DePauw and No. 19 Case Western Reserve on Feb. 18 at
DePauw’s indoor tennis facilities.
The Trojans will stay in the area the rest of the spring. They
will return to action the weekend after spring break with a set of
matches at home March 30 against Walsh and March 31 against
Davenport. Taylor will travel to Anderson on April 13 to play the
match that was scheduled for Thursday before finishing the spring
with a tournament at Indiana Wesleyan the weekend of April 20.
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contributor

Junior McLean Roberts serves during last October’s 7-2 win over Anderson. Taylor
will face Anderson again on April 13.

Athlete of the week

LaJoya Smith
Year:

Senior

hometown:

Andover, Ohio

nicknames:

Lj, ljjj,Charlie

hardee’s or love’s:

Love’s, for sure!

Funniest
teammate:

Erin Price (DEF)

Favorite tv show:

“Pretty Little Liars”

Favorite
college teams:

Ohio State and
Tennessee

Favorite track
memory:

Nationals trips with
the team and coach

favorite sport
other than
Track:

Swimming

favorite dc food:

Pea pods

